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Introduction 

As part of Oracle Spatial and Graph, an option for Oracle Database Enterprise Edition, Oracle delivers 

advanced RDF Semantic Graph data management and analysis. With native support for World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C) standards  - RDF and OWL are standards for representing and defining semantic 

data and SPARQL is a query language designed specifically for graph analysis - application developers 

benefit from the industry’s leading open, scalable graph data platform on Oracle Database with triple-

level security, and high performance and availability. 

This virtual machine includes all of the components of RDF Semantic Graph installed and configured 

along with other software such as Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition. 

References 

This Readme refers to the following documents. 

Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide 

HTML:  http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16655_01/appdev.121/e17895/toc.htm 

PDF:  http://www.oracle.com/pls/db121/to_pdf?pathname=appdev.121/e17895.pdf 
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Virtual Box Deployment Guide: 

http://download.oracle.com/otn/vm/bi/v305/SampleApp_QuickDeploymentGuide.pdf 

Virtual Box User Guide:  

http://download.oracle.com/otn/vm/bi/v305/SampleAppv305_UserGuide.pdf 

DBpedia: http://dbpedia.org/About 

Included Software Releases 

Oracle Database Release 11.2.0.3 

Oracle Spatial and Graph Release 11.2.0.3 

Jena Adapter for Oracle Database release 11.2.0.3 and Apache Jena 2.7.2 

Software to Download 

Protégé-OWL Release 4.1  - http://protege.stanford.edu/download/protege/4.1/ 

Cytoscape Release 2.6.3  - http://www.cytoscape.org 

GATE Release 6.1 - http://gate.ac.uk/ 

Installing the Image 

Do the following to install the image. 

1. Download the following files from the Oracle Technology Network RDF Semantic Graph software 

download page: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database-options/spatialandgraph/downloads/index.html 

  SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.zip.001 

  SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.zip.002 

  SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.zip.003 

  SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.zip.004 

  SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.zip.005 

  SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.zip.006 

2. Unpack the files 

Do the following to unpack the files. 

Use a zip-compatible utility, such as 7-zip to unpack the files. 

The output should be a 22GB file as follows: 

  SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.ova 

3. Start Oracle VirtualBox Manager (Version 4.2.14 r86644) 
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Do steps 7-9 in the Quick Deployment Guide, the link to which is provided in the Reference section 

of this Readme. 

Note that the ovf file name is SampleAppv305_and_RDF_Graph_OTNGA.ova and not the original   

SampleAppv305OTN.ova as described in the quick deployment guide. 

4. Start Oracle Database Release 11.2.0.3 

Do the following to start the database. 

Double click the icon "0-StartDB.sh" on the screen.    

Click "Run in Terminal" and wait till this step completes.  

5. Verify the database is up and running 

Do the following to verify the database. 

Open a Linux terminal.  

Issue the following SELECT query to confirm the example RDF models are installed: 

sqlplus rdfusr/rdfusr 

   SQL> select * from mdsys.rdf_model$; 

 If you only want to use the RDF Semantic Graph SQL interfaces, the virtual box is ready to use. 

Quick Start for RDF Semantic Graph  

Chapter 1 of the RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide provides an overview of using RDF Semantic 

Graph to load, query, and inference RDF data. It includes a quick start in section 1.11.  

Using SQL/SPARQL to query an RDF graph 

Section 1.6 of the RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide explains how to use the SQL SEM_MATCH 

table function to query an RDF graph using SPARQL graph patterns in a SQL query. 

Querying in SPARQL with Joseki Web Service Endpoint  

The Jena Adapter for Oracle Database (referred to here as the Jena Adapter) provides a Java-based 

interface to Oracle Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph by implementing the well-known Jena Graph, 

Model, and DatasetGraph APIs. It is preconfigured in this virtual machine along with Apache Joseki to 

provide a web service for SPARQL queries. 

Please review section 7.2, beginning with step 6, in the Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph 

Developer's Guide for details on using the Joseki web service with Oracle Spatial and Graph. 

1. Start the server 

Do the following to start the server. 

Double click the icon "1a-WLSAdminSrvr.sh"  
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Choose "Run in Terminal." 

Look for an output line containing the following text  "<Server started in RUNNING mode>" 

2. Verify the Joseki web service endpoint is available 

Do the following to verify the endpoint. 

Open Firefox by clicking the Firefox icon at the top of the screen.  

In the browser page, click Folder RDF_Graph and choose "Oracle SPARQL Service Endpoint" 

Type this SPARQL Query in the text box and click Submit Query: 

   SELECT ?S ?P ?O 

   WHERE {?S ?P ?O} 

   LIMIT 10 

You should see an HTML table containing a query response.  

Querying in SPARQL with Apache Jena Java APIs 

The Jena Adapter for Oracle Database includes Java-based interfaces to Oracle Spatial and Graph RDF 

Semantic Graph by implementing the well-known Jena Graph, Model, and DatasetGraph APIs. 

Please review Chapter 7 in the Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide for details on 

using the Jena Adapter for Oracle Database with Oracle Spatial and Graph. 

Do the following to use the Jena Adapter Java APIs. 

Open a Linux terminal, and go to the following directory.  

  cd /home/oracle/rdf/jena_adapter/examples 

The classpath is described in compile.sh and the example Java code is located in the same 

directory. 

Compile and run the sample code. 

  For example, to compile and run Test7, perform the following commands. 

$ javac -d classes -classpath 'jar/*' Test7.java 

$ java -classpath classes:'jar/*' 

jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:orcl rdfusr rdfusr Test7 

  

 If you only want to use the SQL, Web and Java interfaces, the virtual box is ready to use. 

Using the SPARQL Gateway 

SPARQL Gateway is a J2EE web application that is included with the Jena Adapter for Oracle Database. It 

is designed to make semantic data (RDF/OWL/SKOS) easily available to applications that operate on 

relational and XML data, including Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE).  Refer to the 

next section on using Oracle Business Intelligence with RDF Semantic Graph. 
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Please review section 7.16 in the Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide for details 

on using the SPARQL Gateway with Oracle Spatial and Graph. 

Do the following in the browser page to invoke the SPARQL Gateway. 

Click Folder RDF_Graph.  

Choose "SPARQL Gateway."  

Click button "Submit Query."  

Scroll down and browse the sample DBpedia dataset stored in Oracle Database. 

 If you only want to use the SQL and Web interfaces, the virtual box is ready to use. 

Using Oracle Business Intelligence with Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Do the following to use Oracle Business Intelligence with RDF Semantic Graph. 

1. Start the Server 

Do the following to start the server. 

Start Oracle BI server 

 start 1b-WLSMngdSrvr.sh 

Wait for an output line containing the following text: 

  "<Server started in RUNNING mode>" 

Start the following executable and wait for it to finish opening: 

2-StartBIandEssb.sh 

2. View a pre-built report 

Do the following to view a pre-built report on sample finance data in RDF Graph format. 

In the Firefox browser page, click the Folder RDF_Graph. 

 Choose  "BI_report_on_Datagov_finance_RDF_Graph"  

Login using the username and password: "weblogic/Admin123" 

Note you may need to repeat this step a few times till the browser prompts you to enter login. 

 

View the BI report. It includes a Finance_RDF_Graph_Data in tabular form and a pie chart to its 

right. 

Using Protégé with Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Protégé is a popular open source tool for editing RDF/OWL data. The Protégé Plug-in for Oracle Spatial 

and Graph is included with the Jena Adapter for Oracle Database.  

Do the following to use Protégé. 
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1. Download Protégé 

Download Protégé release 4.1 from the website mentioned in the Reference section. 

2. Configure the Protégé Plug-in that is included with the Jena Adapter for Oracle Database in this box 

See the documentation included with the plug-in.   

 

/home/oracle/rdf/jena_adapter/protégé_plugin/Oracle_Protege_Plugin.pdf 

3. Edit an ontology with Protégé in Oracle Database 

You can start with the UNIV ontology in RDFUSR schema. Note that the UNIV ontology is the schema 

portion of LUBM. 

Using Cytoscape with Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Cytoscape is an open source visualization, analysis, and integration tool for graph and network data.  

Do the following to use Cytoscape Visualizer with RDF Semantic Graph. 

1. Download Cytoscape and the Cytoscape plug-in for Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Download Cytoscape from the website mentioned in the Reference section 

Download Cytoscape plug-in from 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database-options/spatialandgraph/downloads/index.html 

2. Configure the Cytoscape Plug-in 

See the readme.txt included with the plug-in (semtech_cytoscape_plugin.zip). 

3. View an RDF graph in Oracle Database with Cytoscape 

See the documentation included with the plug-in (semtech_cytoscape_plugin.zip).  

Doc/Cytoscape_plugin_guide.pdf  

Using Graph Analytics with Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Oracle Spatial and Graph supports various graph analytics. The section explains the graph analytics that 

can be performed using this virtual machine. 

Using SPARQL 1.1 Property Paths 

A property path is a possible route through an RDF graph between two graph nodes. Property paths are 

more expressive than basic graph pattern queries, because regular expressions can be used over 

properties for pattern matching RDF graphs.  

Please review section 7.5.2 in the Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide for details 

on using property paths with Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Using Graph Analytical Functions 
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You can perform analytical functions on RDF data by using the RDF Semantic Graph SemNetworkAnalyst 

class in the oracle.spatial.rdf.client.jena package. This support integrates the Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Network Data Model Graph logic with the underlying RDF data structures. 

Please review section 7.9 in the Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide for details on 

using graph analytical functions with RDF Semantic Graph. 

Using Oracle Advanced Analytics with RDF Graphs 

The results of an RDF Semantic Graph SQL SEM_MATCH query, formatted as a view or table, can be 

analyzed using the Oracle Data Mining and Oracle R Enterprise components of Oracle Advanced 

Analytics. 

As an example, the following SEM_MATCH based SQL query pulls out, for all countries, some key 

information including the country name, birth rate, death rate, population, net migration rate, etc. from 

the CIA World Factbook -- that is, a real-world RDF graph. This query can be consumed by Oracle Data 

Mining and Oracle R Enterprise for further analysis. 

select  name 

      , to_number(brate) as brate 

      , to_number(drate) as drate 

      , to_number(popu)  as population 

      , to_number(mig)   as net_migration_rate 

      , to_number(imr)   as infant_motal_rate 

      , to_number(leab)  as life_expectancy 

 from table(sem_match('{ 

 ?subject <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook#Birth_rate> ?brate .  

 ?subject <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook#Death_rate> ?drate .  

 ?subject <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook#Name> ?name .  

 ?subject <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook#Population> ?popu .  

 ?subject <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook#Net_migration_rate> 

?mig .  

 ?subject 

<http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook#Infant_mortality_rate> ?imr . 

 ?subject 

<http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook#Life_expectancy_at_birth> ?leab 

. 

}', 

  sem_models('worldfact'), null, null, null, null)) 

Using Semantic Indexing with Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Semantic indexing for documents introduces an index type that can make use of information extractors 

and annotators to semantically index documents stored in relational tables. Documents indexed 

semantically can be searched using SEM_CONTAINS operator within a standard SQL query. The search 

criteria for these documents are expressed using SPARQL query patterns that operate on the 

information extracted from the documents. 
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Please review Chapter 4 in the Spatial and Graph RDF Semantic Graph Developer's Guide for details on 

using semantic indexing with RDF Semantic Graph. 

A sample information extractor using open source GATE is included with RDF Semantic Graph 

 

 


